The article presents the results of attempts to use adaptive algorithms for classification tasks different soils units. The area of study was the Upper Silesian Industrial Region, which physiographic and soils parameters in the form of digitized was used in the calculation. The study used algorithms, self-organizing map (SOM) of Kohonen, and classifiers: deep neural network, and two types of decision trees: Distributed Random Forest and Gradient Boosting Machine. Especially distributed algorithm Random Forest (algorithm DRF) showed a very high degree of generalization capabilities in modeling complex diversity of soil. The obtained results indicate, that the digitization of topographic and thematic maps give you a fairly good basis for creating useful models of soil classification. However, the results also showed that it cannot be concluded that the best algorithm presented in this research can be regarded as a general principle of system design inference.
INTRODUCTION
The development of information technologies is accompanied by a gradual change of attitude towards cartographical documentation of natural objects, including soils. Various digital modelling methods are replacing traditional, static and discrete structure of diversification image. Among properties of the new paradigm, particularly important is possibility to create a continuous or quasi-continuous soil characteristics. Regardless of the accepted solution, a manifest feature of this solution is relativization of soil classification. The basic feature of any soil classification is a multidimensionality of units: there is no single measurable property which would suffice to unambiguously assign a pedon to a specific soil class [JENNY 1941] . Such assignment involves a comparison of pedon similarity to the standards which make up a reference scale; a correct classification requires a vector of pedon features and evaluation of its similarity to the standards. This can be formulated as the following thesis: a set of soil unit standards (soil types, soil valuation classes, land capability units, site types) creates reference points in a multidimensional space of features, and the pedon classification criterion is its similarity to a specific standard; as in the multidimensional space the pedon can occur in the neighbourhood of many standards, it is important to determine the degree of similarity to an appropriate class of units.
The basic difficulty in implementation of this concept in digital systems is scarcity of data. Regardless of the observed soil feature, it is represented by values in specific points of space, surrounded by land of unknown, though by assumption similar, properties. Remote sensing, which under some circumstances provides a continuous image of surface diversification, does not allow to determine the soil profile properties. The basic alternative in these conditions is a form of modelling of spatial diversification on the basis of point observations or features assigned to the soil units contours, linking them with land physiography. An example of such solution if the map of soils of European Union [JONES et al. (ed.) 2005] which is a combination of spatial information, soil profile standards, pedotransfer rules and pedotransfer functions. Many years ago the Digital Soil Map Working Group undertook the task of digital unification of cartographic and soil documentation of EU countries [DOBOS et al. 2006] . There are other concepts based on similar assumptions: SoLIM [ZHU et al. 2001] and SCORPAN [MCBRATNEY et al. 2003 ] derived from the Hans Jenny's concept [JENNY 1941] .
PURPOS, INPUT DATA AND INVESTIGATED OBJECT
This paper aims at evaluating the usefulness of differentiation models of land capability unit on the basis of information from the digitization of cartographic materials: soil and agricultural maps and topographic maps [STRZEMSKI et al. 1964] . The algorithms used in these models belong to a broad category of adaptive (evolutionary) algorithms, methods of computational intelligence and machine learning.
Despite many years of (recently very keen) interest in adaptive modelling and machine learning methods, their choice for a specific application still remains a subjective issue. Based on some research [TADEUSIEWICZ 1993 ] a conclusion can be drawn that the model architecture is less important than its optimization (learning). However, it should be noted that some architectures are linked with strictly specific optimization methods. There is widespread belief that some algorithms perform well in some applications, and some perform poorly. A known example is handwriting recognition or voice analysis where deep learning techniques (stacked autoencoder model) are used with success, whereas other models fail. Thus, it can be presumed that creation of the model should be preceded by experiments with various algorithms in order to select the class of models most suitable to achieving the modelling goal. The problem of modelling the location of soil units on the basis of digitized cartographic materials is, at least in our conditions, a task with some practical value, at least in the future until the decisions to digitize the soil maps are made.
The area which is the source of data is the region known as GOP (Upper Silesian Industrial Region). We analysed only agricultural land: arable land (R) and permanent grassland (TUZ) -meadows and pastures (Ł and Ps). On the area of 2596 km 2 we distinguished 6.4 million units forming a grid made up of 20 × 20 m squares. A training set comprising 100,000 units and a validation set of 124,000 units were randomly drawn from the total set. In relation to each unit the following parameters were determined and included as spatial database: horizontal coordinates of the centre (x and y), elevation of the centre (z), land type (R or TUZ); environment: 25 elevations of the unit neighbourhood: centre elevations of all unit patches and the unit itself on 1 ha (100 × 100 m square), number of patches included in the neighbourhood which centre elevations exceed the unit elevation; grain size: 8 values (0-25, 25-75, 75-125, >125 cm below the surface), two for each layer of average content of silt (0.05-0.002 mm) and clay (below 0.002 mm) fraction for the mechanical group, and evaluation of the groundwater level according to the model based on levels of watercourses and reservoirs.
The key issue in models based on key data is components of input data vector which configuration could be characteristic for separated classes to the highest degree possible. In the task involving the use of materials from digitization of analogue maps, the possibility of building a very extensive data vector is limited. An important issue in this regard is whether this model includes the coordinates of the point in which the soil is classified. Of course, horizontal coordinates x and y unequivocally define a point on the surface, creating a risk of referencing of coordinates to the class labels which would mean that the model has acquired a memory. In such case the model would reflect correctly the location of soil units included in the set used for optimization, and the error of designating labels in other points would be random. On the other hand, introducing the coordinates into the input vector is justified due to the role of factors which can be called contextual and result from the geographical location. There are many factors, such as groundwater table, where absence of context makes a correct interpretation impossible. To solve this dilemma, the trials were conducted with two versions of data: A -data vector with horizontal coordinates, B -data vector without horizontal coordinates. The results given in the next part of the paper relate only to the data included in the validation set, so the evaluation principally does not include a risk of using models which overfit the data.
EVALUATION OF DIVERSIFICATION OF PHYSIOGRAPHIC AND SOIL DATA VECTORS ON THE BASIS OF SOM ALGORITHM
The self-organizing map (SOM) data clusterization algorithm developed by Kohonen [TADEUSIE-WICZ 1993 ] is, to some degree, an alternative to the known procedure of multidimensional scaling (MDS). The result of both algorithms is a diagram (map) representing interrelations of objects characterized by many features. Contrary to the SOM, the MDS has two serious limitations: quantitative, due to hardware requirements the maximum number of clusterized vectors generally does not exceed 1500-2000; and qualitative -adding new vectors to the data requires a restart of the MDS procedure.
In the SOM algorithm, as a result of the iterative procedure, the vectors representing objects are arranged on a two-dimensional table (map consisting of cells storing information on the configuration of vectors' value) according to the similarity principle: similar object vectors activate the same or similar map cells in space; dissimilar vector activate cells distant from each other. With some simplification it can be supposed that the SOM algorithm allows to evaluate the set of factors which differentiate the objects, grouping such factors in clusters suitable in the process of further classification. The data used for clusterization do not have, or are intentionally deprived of, labels (classes) in order to avoid grouping based on a feature determined according to the remaining data vector components. The image labels can be then used in the map calibration. Thus, the obtained image of object groups location on the two-dimensional surface allows to evaluate the similarity of objects characterized by many features.
RESULTS OF CLUSTERIZATION OF SOIL DATA VECTORS FOR INPUT DATA IN VERSION A
The training set comprising 100,000 vectors, proportional to number of complexes in the entire GOP set was used to generate the SOM, and the presented result of calibration relates to the validation set. We used a prototype of randomly initiated map consisting of 625 cells (25 rows and 25 columns) organized in a "honeycomb" structure (a single cell has six adjacent cells). Figure 1 includes a diagram symbolically presenting distances between vectors which activate the cells in the manner used in the MATLAB package. The darker zone between cells indicate data vectors with similar parameters, the brighter zone between cells indicate significant distances between the vectors, thus separating data clusters. A dozen or so clusters can be distinguished on the SOM surface. In order to identify them, we specified the location of Figure 2 presents a set of histograms illustrating the number of observations of individual complex labels (after the map calibration) on the SOM. Distribution of these observations shows similarity between data vectors from different complexes. By interpreting a domination of specific labels in individual cells as an indicator that a certain cell belongs to a certain class, it is possible to show the location of complexes on the SOM (Fig. 3) . Typical is the mixing of labels of individual complexes, which is probably a result of horizontal coordinates being included in the data vector. Indirectly, it can be inferred that the classification task is relatively complicated and requires the use of rather large classification architectures.
The calibrated SOM image shows in the central map band the presence of durable grassland vectors, separating two groups of arable land vectors. Noticeable is the presence of two clusters of the K2 complex, and a relatively small set of Z1 vectors, indicating that this complex is significantly different. It is difficult to draw conclusions about the vector interrelations on the basis of this image, although in general the location of clusters belonging to individual complexes corresponds to expectations. It is known that the division into complexes generally does not form an ordinal scale, but the SOM situates individual clusters in terms of similarity. It can be noticed that the K2 complex is distinctly separated from the K3, though close to K4 and K5.
RESULTS OF CLUSTERIZATION OF SOIL DATA VECTORS FOR INPUT DATA IN VERSION B
A more compact map structure was expected in version B of the SOM because the coordinates were excluded. In addition to the configuration, dominating in the vector is lithological and hydrological information. Also in this case, a dozen or so clusters can be distinguished in the SOM (Fig. 4) . Figure 5 with histograms of complex vectors location on the SOM indicates a more compact diversification. With coordinates absent, the image is affected only by the components connected with grain size, land elevation, neighbourhood configuration, location relative to the supposed groundwater table.
Figure 5 presents histograms of location of individual complexes' vectors on the SOM which is also synthetically presented in Figure 6 . It indicates heterogeneity of complexes in terms of physical properties or land relief. The image includes three complex K2 clusters, three K6 clusters, two permanent grassland clusters. The K8 clusters are "stuck" within K2, similarly to K4.
The SOM image has a significant informative importance. It shows that regardless of the input vector composition, the modelling of diversification of 
CLASSIFICATION MODELS USED IN RESEARCH
Classifiers are tools which implement the algorithms of vector data labelling. Vectors can represent an ordered set of quantitative or qualitative data, and labels are tags of classes of these objects. The classification algorithms are subject of many published papers, they also have an extended systematics of their own [ABE 2010; BALDI et al. 2010; BREIMAN et al. 1984; CHMIELNICKI et al. 2010; DEHZANGI et al. 2010; LANDGREBE et al. 2007) .
In most general terms, the classifiers obtain the desired properties during the process of optimization, called learning. The process involves an intentional modification of randomly initiated processing algorithm on the set on isolated correctly classified cases. The main progress in the machine learning field results from appearance of new classifier architectures, but mostly from new learning methods. From the point of view of technical application of classifiers, the most important property is probably their suitability under conditions of absence of linear separability of data vectors, which manifests itself for instance as occurrence of many clusters of vectors which belong to the same class.
The presented results were obtained using three algorithms made available on Oxdata (currently www.h2o.ai) in order to facilitate processing of huge amounts of data (BigData) in a computation cloud. In many elements, the package interface refers to water (h2o, Sparkling Water, Flow).
The DL algorithm (deep learning as an alternative to shallow networks) has an architecture similar to classical multilayer perceptron (MLP), an iteratively optimized classifier, usually with sigmoidal transfer functions. Differences from classical model comprise: more than one hidden layer with many processing units each (also possible in MLP, but usually much less developed and seldom in two layers which require a different optimization method), RLUtransfer functions (Rectifier Linear Unit -value range <0, ∞>, contrary to MLP where the output values are <0, 1> or <-1, 1>), and regularization of processing parameters LECUN et al. 2015] . The DRF algorithm (Distributed Random Forest -as a reference to random tree algorithms) is an adaptive decision algorithm (classification and regression) in which a large number of random trees (built on the basis of data analysis) with a relatively low identification capability, treated as a set of classifiers, generate a relatively small identification error. The successive model (tree) components are constructed on the basis of data groups randomly drawn from the training set. In fact, this model represents a set of weak classifiers with individually weak classification capabilities which as an ensemble however give very correct indications [GISLASON et al. 2006] .
The GBM algorithm (Gradient Boosting Machines), just like DRF leading to a set of "weak" classification trees, using random data sampling and socalled greedy optimization algorithms as well as boosting in less identifiable areas [CLICK et al. 2015; FRIEDMAN 2000; NATEKIN, KNOLL 2013] .
In both cases the maximum number of declared trees was 100 and their depth 25. The output in each model was a softmax function which is considered a reflection of probability of a given label. The datasets used were analogous as in the SOM, with (version A) and without coordinates (version B).
In the light of two configurations of input data and three types of models, the principle of choosing the most favourable model must be specified. The basic model evaluation is percentage of correct indications of the validation set. This measure however fails in case of quantitatively unbalanced sets (domination of one class). Similarly, the evaluation of multi-class models is also a sort of problem. Both circumstances occur in this particular case: quantitative unbalance of classes (class size varies from a few dozen to more than 20 thousand data records) and multiclass structure (11 complex-classes). All indicators have similar informative properties: value close to 0 (zero) means a poor quality of the model in terms of identification of discriminated class; value close to 1 (one) means good identification properties.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The basic information on percentages of correct indications of used classification models was shown in Table 1 . Column one indicates the complex symbol, column two includes number of examples of a given complex in the validation set. In version A (input vector with coordinates) the best results are obtained with the DRF algorithm (total of 30 incorrect indications) and the GBM. The DL algorithm gives the worst results in both versions. The table also indicates that the biggest potential problems are related to the K8 complex (despite a relatively large share in the training and validation set). Complex Z1 is not identified by the DL algorithm at all, but is well discriminated by the remaining two algorithms. In addition to the general indicator of standards recognition, the evaluation of suitability of multi-class classifiers also requires analysing the share of false indications and instances of membership in individual classes. To some extent this is possible using the PPV, FPR and Fscore indicators. Table 2 includes the indicators for both versions of input vectors of the DL model. Taking into account the distribution of individual indicator values, the model should be evaluated as poor. The best Fscore values do not exceed 0.7, not to mention the total insensitivity of the model to the Z1 vectors. In comparison with poor usefulness and accuracy of the DL model, the Distributed Random Tree (DRF) algorithm performed much better. In the version with coordinates (A) the total number of erroneous indications in more than 120 thousand data records was about 30. Even very poorly represented Z1 complex (62 indications) was fully recognized, which at low level of alternative indication error gives a relatively high Fscore = 0.80. Fscore is much lower in version B because of a large number of erroneous indications, despite a relatively high share (97.4%) of correct indications of the entire validation set. The DRF algorithm is in fact represented by a set of classifiers (random trees) which according to numerous observations has better properties than a single classifier.
The GBM algorithm has an identification boosting element which in successive model optimization cycles increases the weights of incorrectly identified data vectors. It performs slightly worse than DRF, but definitely better than DL. Please note that the effect of each algorithm is to some extend random, so it can be supposed that modification of the model structure (size) and initialization could lead to slightly different results, although the relations between the correctness of their indications will remain similar.
A graphical comparison of indications by individual models in presented in Figure 7 . It is a set of three-dimensional histograms on which both horizontal axes are the scale of complexes. In the best classifier all observations should be located on the main axis of the charts. Presence of results outside the main axis denotes erroneous indications. The chart of distribution of complexes indications by individual models (Fig. 8) presents indirectly the differentiation of the models credibility.
The quality of models can be also shown on the diagrams of location of the PPV and TPR points in the Cartesian coordinate system (Fig. 9) . In the optimum classifier the points corresponding to individual classes will lie as close to the (1, 1) coordinate as possible. The diagrams indicate the advantage of classification tree algorithms, particularly DRF which classifies the vectors which contain point coordinates.
The indications results of the DRF model in version A allow an attempt to generalize the interrelations of objects subject to classification. As the softmax function was used as the models output, the models can be treated as a representation of evaluation of probability distribution of models membership in individual classes. Here, the classifier is an algo- rithm transforming the data vector into the vector of distribution of probability of membership in individual complexes. One should expect that the distributions will indicate indirectly the mutual proximity of complexes. Figure 10 is a representation of the SOM in which the input data vectors were probabilities of complexes. The clusters of calibrated SOM are more compact than in the image obtained from the raw data vectors. The number of clusters corresponds to the number of discriminated data classes (complexes) which indicates the transformation of distributed representation of raw vectors into the set of linearly separable data.
Analogously to some statistical models, the adaptive algorithms allow to make a ranking of relative importance of variables which make up the input vector (Fig. 11) . The chart indicates that in addition to the land use which is the main differentiating criterion also important are: grain size (mainly the factor depending on the content of floating parts), groundwater table and land relief factors (grade, difference in height between the neighbourhood and the observation point). The neighbourhood elevation is less important.
The advantage of data-based models lies in their informative value: depending on the range of input data, they can be a useful tool to predict the soil and land response to anthropogenic factors (fertilization, drainage, surface deformation) or to natural factors (temperature increase). Their advantage and strength is the base of construction: actual data; their disadvantage is a "black box" character, although current studies to a large extent allow also to detect quantitative and qualitative relationships stored in their processing structures [GISLASON et al. 2006] . 
